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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the securities laws. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, included in this presentation that
address activities, events or developments that Viper Energy Partners LP (“Viper,” the “Partnership,” “VNOM”, “we” or “our”) expects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future
are forward-looking statements. The words “believe,” “expect,” “may,” “estimates,” “will,” “anticipate,” “plan,” “intend,” “foresee,” “should,” “would,” “could,” or other similar expressions
are intended to identify forward-looking statements, which are generally not historical in nature. However, the absence of these words does not mean that the statements are not forwardlooking.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, these statements discuss future expectations, contain projections of results of operations or of financial condition or state other forwardlooking information and include statements with respect to, among other things, Viper’s ability to make distributions on the common units and expectations of plans, strategies and
objectives and anticipated financial and operating results of Viper. These statements are based on certain assumptions made by Viper based on management’s expectations and
perception of historical trends, current conditions, anticipated future developments and other factors believed to be appropriate. Such statements are subject to a number of assumptions,
risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the control of Viper, which may cause actual results to differ materially from those implied or expressed by the forward-looking
statements. These include the factors discussed or referenced in the “Risk Factors” section of Viper’s Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on
Form 8-K and in Viper’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), risks relating to financial performance and results, current economic conditions and resulting
capital restraints, prices and demand for oil and natural gas, availability of drilling equipment and personnel, availability of sufficient capital to execute our business plan, impact of
compliance with legislation and regulations, successful results from our operators’ identified drilling locations, our operators’ ability to efficiently develop and exploit the current reserves on
our properties, our ability to acquire additional mineral interests, our pending, completed or future acquisitions of mineral interests and other important factors that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those projected.
Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which such statement is made and Viper undertakes no obligation to correct or update any forward-looking statement,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures
Adjusted EBITDA is a supplemental non-GAAP financial measure that is used by management and external users of our financial statements, such as industry analysts, investors, lenders and
rating agencies. Viper defines generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP. Management believes Adjusted EBITDA is useful because it allows it to more effectively evaluate Viper’s
operating performance and compare the results of its operations from period to period without regard to its financing methods or capital structure. Adjusted EBITDA should not be
considered as an alternative to, or more meaningful than, net income as determined in accordance with GAAP or as an indicator of Viper’s operating performance or liquidity. Certain
items excluded from Adjusted EBITDA are significant components in understanding and assessing a company’s financial performance, such as a company’s cost of capital and tax
structure, as well as the historic costs of depreciable assets, none of which are components of Adjusted EBITDA. Viper defines cash available for distribution generally as an amount equal to
its Adjusted EBITDA for the applicable quarter less cash needed for debt service and other contractual obligations and fixed charges and reserves for future operating or capital needs that
the board of directors of Viper’s general partner may deem appropriate. Viper’s computations of Adjusted EBITDA and cash available for distribution may not be comparable to other
similarly titled measures of other companies or to such measure in its credit facility or any of its other contracts. For a reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to net income (loss), please refer to
Viper’s filings with the SEC.
Oil and Gas Reserves
The SEC generally permits oil and gas companies, in filings made with the SEC, to disclose proved reserves, which are reserve estimates that geological and engineering data demonstrate
with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under existing economic and operating conditions, and certain probable and possible reserves that meet
the SEC’s definitions for such terms. Viper discloses only estimated proved reserves in its filings with the SEC. Viper’s estimated proved reserves as of December 31, 2016 contained in this
presentation were prepared by Ryder Scott Company, L.P., an independent engineering firm, and comply with definitions promulgated by the SEC. Additional information on Viper’s
estimated proved reserves is contained in Viper’s filings with the SEC.
In this communication, Viper may use the terms “resources,” “resource potential” or “potential resources,” which the SEC guidelines prohibit Viper from including in filings with the SEC.
“Resources,” “resource potential” or “potential resources” refer to Viper’s internal estimates of hydrocarbon quantities that may be potentially discovered through exploratory drilling or
recovered with additional drilling or recovery techniques. Such terms do not constitute reserves within the meaning of the Society of Petroleum Engineer’s Petroleum Resource Management
System or SEC rules and does not include any proved reserves. Actual quantities that may be ultimately recovered by the operators of Viper’s properties will differ substantially. Factors
affecting ultimate recovery include the scope of the operators’ ongoing drilling programs, which will be directly affected by the availability of capital, drilling and production costs,
availability of drilling services and equipment, drilling results, lease expirations, transportation constraints, regulatory approvals and other factors; and actual drilling results, including
geological and mechanical factors affecting recovery rates. Estimates of potential resources may change significantly as development of our properties by our operators provide additional
data. In addition, our production forecasts and expectations for future periods are dependent upon many assumptions, including estimates of production, decline rates from existing wells
and the undertaking and outcome of future drilling activity, which may be affected by significant commodity price declines or drilling cost increases.
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Oil and Gas Minerals: Asset Class Overview


What are
“Minerals”?

Minerals
Ownership
vs
Surface
Ownership

Mineral
Ownership
Economics

Organic and
Inorganic
Growth
Opportunities for
Minerals Asset
Class

In the U.S. and a select few other countries, the right to explore, develop and produce the precious metals, rocks
and oil and gas below the earth’s surface belongs to individuals (mineral rights)


In most countries in the world, the rights belong to the government



If the mineral rights have not been severed from the surface rights via a legally binding mineral title opinion, they
remain with the surface owner



Surface owners own the rights to sell, transfer or develop land




Mineral ownership takes precedent over surface rights






Subsurface ownership extends to the Earth’s core and may be divided across different depths

Minerals owners receive royalty payments as hydrocarbons are produced


Minerals owners are not responsible for development or operating costs



Operators also bear abandonment and environmental liabilities

Organic growth occurs as E&P operators develop undrilled locations




Surface owners may or may not own mineral rights and are not necessarily entitled to them

Upside potential as further delineation of inventory occurs on existing acreage

Inorganic growth via robust opportunity for further consolidation in core U.S. Basins


Minerals ownership is highly fragmented, with significant ownership in the hands of legacy owners

The Minerals Asset Class Provides a Unique Exposure to Growth and Returns in the U.S. Oil and Gas Sector
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Oil and Gas Minerals: Glossary of Commonly Used Terms

Acreage / Land

Development

Minerals
Acquisition Types



DSU – drilling and spacing unit set for future well development



Location – an identified position for potential well site



Gross DSU acres – the total surface acres in a DSU (before economic division)



Net mineral acres – acreage owned by mineral owner (gross acres in which owner has interest x % mineral
interest)



100% royalty acres – net mineral acres x % royalty interest



Net royalty acres normalized to 1/8th – the implied acreage assuming a standard 12.5% royalty (net mineral
acres x % royalty interest / 12.5%)



Permit – license from the state or federal governing body giving permission to the operator to develop oil
and gas resource on a leasehold



Spud – a well that has begun drilling, but has not yet reached total vertical and horizontal depth



DUC (Drilled Uncompleted Well) – a well that has been fully drilled, but not completed (via hydraulic
fracturing) and not placed on production / to sales



Direct – minerals sourced directly from legacy minerals owners (ranch / farm owners, etc.)



Broker – packages sourced via a land broker



Marketed – packages that are marketed in a broad auction process, generally by an investment bank, to
a broad audience of buyers
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Minerals Value Proposition to Investors
Key Advantages of Minerals Companies
 High free cash flow conversion
—

9% FCF yield on average for U.S. Minerals

Key Considerations for Minerals Companies

? Lack of control over pace of development
—

 No capex or operating costs
—

Enables higher cash margins vs E&Ps

 Greatest exposure to commodity price upside
—

? Uncertainty during commodity downturns
—

Muted activity levels may decrease growth in the face of
commodity headwinds

—

Particularly impactful on mineral acreage operated by
smaller, poorly capitalized E&Ps

Commodity price increases accrue almost directly to the
bottom line

 Material organic growth opportunities
—

Existing minerals leasehold with remaining undrilled potential

 Fragmented minerals landscape presents a highly
attractive opportunity for well-positioned acquirors
—

Minerals rights still largely held by individual landowners, with
some private capital beginning to accumulate positions over
the last ~3 years

No direct input / visibility into development schedule unless
minerals owned / controlled by operator (such as
Diamondback / Viper)

? Access to capital markets required for continued larger
scale acquisitions and growth
—

Expectations for equity issuance / potential dilution can
impact public market perceptions

—

Smaller “blocking / tackling” deal activity can be impactful
and funded internally
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Minerals Companies Produce Leading Free Cash Flow, Growth and
Returns with Low Leverage
S&P 500
Industrials

S&P 500
REITs

S&P 500
Utilities

Large Cap
E&P(2)

SMID E&P(3)

2019E
FCF Yield(5)

4.8%

2.9%

(2.4)%

3.4%

(3.0)%

2.5%

8.6%

#1 

2019 – 2021
EBITDA
CAGR

6%

5%

7%

8%

6%

10%

17%

#1 

2019E
EBITDA
Margin

19%

62%

36%

62%

61%

76%

79%

#1 

2018A ROCE

11%

3%

4%

8%

5%

3%

10%

#2 

Current Net
Debt / 2019E
EBITDA

2.0x

5.6x

4.8x

1.5x

2.1x

0.4x

0.5x

#2 

Source:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Gold
U.S. Minerals
Streamers(4) U.S. Minerals(1)
Rank

Capital IQ; Market data as of 04-Oct-2019.
U.S. Minerals includes BSM, FLMN, KRP, MNRL and VNOM
Large Cap E&P includes APA, CLR, COG, COP, CXO, DVN, EOG, FANG, MRO, NBL, PXD.
SMID Cap E&P includes AR, CDEV, CHK, CNX, CPG, EQT, JAG, KOS, MGY, MTDR, MUR, OAS, PDCE, PE, QEP, ROAN, RRC, SM, SWN, WLL, WPX and XEC
Gold Streamers includes FNV, RGLD and WPM.
Free Cash Flow calculated as cash from operations less capex.
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Life Cycle of Minerals & Royalties | Pre-Development

Ochoan

The Farm / Ranch

Surface Ownership


Surface owners may or may not
own the rights to the minerals



Surface ownership does not
necessarily entitle the owner to
minerals / royalty rights

Minerals Ownership

Salado
Castile

Pennsylvanian

Delaware
Mountain Group

Guadalupian
Wolfcampian Leonardian

Permian


Bell Canyon
Cherry Canyon
Brushy Canyon



Avalon
1st Bone Spring
2nd Bone Spring
3rd Bone Spring

Wolfcamp A
Wolfcamp B
Wolfcamp C

Cisco
Canyon
Strawn
Atoka
Morrow

Minerals Leasing Process



Subsurface rights extend to the
earth’s core but may have
different ownership by depth

Minerals owners have the legal
right to explore, develop and
produce the rocks, minerals and
oil and gas from naturally
occurring deposits found beneath
the surface of the earth



Owner negotiates lease with E&P
operator including lease bonus,
royalty and primary term



Generally 3 -5 year lease terms

Lease Bonus

The ownership of minerals is
permanent
Like surface rights, mineral rights
can be freely acquired and sold

Minerals owner has right to lease
development rights to an E&P
operator

$






As part of negotiation, minerals owners
sometimes negotiate a “lease bonus” or
upfront cash payment for the right to
develop
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Life Cycle of Minerals & Royalties | Development Phase
Pre-Development

Development

Production Online

Illustrative Revenue / Bbl

Key Lease Terms
Primary Lease Term

25% | Minerals
Owner

 Typically 3 – 5 years, E&P
operator must drill on the
leasehold within this time frame
or face lease expiration

75% | Working
Interest Owners

Royalty
 Mineral owner’s proportional
share of revenue generated
through oil & gas production on
lease

$

Minerals Revenue Generation
 A portion of revenue is earned by minerals
owner based on negotiated lease royalty
(typically 12.5 – 25%)

Lease Bonus
 Up-front cash payment to
minerals owner

$

Lease Expiration


If acreage is not developed within lease term,
right to develop reverts back to original owner

 Depending on terms, mineral owner may
bear marketing cost; will generally be
responsible for applicable taxes

Working Interest Revenue Generation
 Post-royalty production revenue is split
between working interest owners
 Working interest owners split 75% of the
revenue and 100% of the cost,
proportionate to their “working interest”
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Minerals Possess Superior Unit Economics vs. Operator Economics
Unit Economics
Illustrative Permian Operator(1)

Viper

Revenue – Realized Price
($40.00/boe)(2)

Revenue – Realized Price
($40.00/boe)(2)

Royalties(3)
($10.00/boe)
Incurred by
Interest
Operators

LOE ($4.90/boe)

 Minerals margins of ~90% versus Permian E&P margins ~30%

Production & Ad Valorem
Taxes ($2.46/boe)

 Minimal operating costs result in commodity price increases
flowing directly to the bottom line

Cash G&A ($0.70/boe)

Production & Ad Valorem
Taxes ($2.50/boe)
Cash G&A ($1.77/boe)

Operating Margin
$36.84/boe
(92%)

F&D ($9.46/boe)
Operating Margin
$11.37/boe (~28%)

Increase in margin of ~3x

Minerals Advantages



Free Cash Flow Positive Through Cycles



Minimal Direct Operating and No Capital Expenses



Higher Operating Margins



Perpetual Ownership (for Mineral Interests)



Ability to Grow with No Additional Capital



First-dollar-out, with Priority Claims

Source: Partnership data and filings. Data as of 6/30/2019.
(1) Assumes all-in cost of boe of $40/bbl, no differentials, and no effect of hedges. $40/bbl cost reflective of Viper’s 2Q2019 total equivalent realized price of $39.50/boe. LOE and F&D costs
based on Permian peer group of CXO, FANG, PE, and PXD. All Permian peer group financials as of Q2’19; (2) Includes GP&T expenses; (3) Assumes 25% royalty interest.
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Spectrum of Oil and Gas Interest Ownership

Summary Detail
1
~73% of Viper
Assets(1)

~27% of Viper
Assets(1) (67% of
which are
Operated by
FANG)



Corporations and individuals own the mineral rights in perpetuity



Includes right to lease the perpetual mineral interest to others outside of NPRIs



Revenue is received from exploration and production companies as lessor royalties from
producing wells located on leased lands

Perpetual Mineral
Interests(2)

Overriding Royalty Interest
(ORRI)

Volumetric Production
Payment

Net Profit Interest

Working Interest

2



Royalty interests carved out of lessee’s leasehold interest



ORRI burdens working interest and not minerals interest



Expires with underlying lease from which it is carved out



3

4

5

Structured investment that relates to a specific volume of production for a
pre-determined amount of time



Royalty payments made based on the profitability of a defined area



Royalty collector exposed to operating and capital costs, typically
excluding environmental liabilities



Acreage is leased from a mineral title holder



Working interest owners are responsible for drilling wells (if they are the
operator) and for capital costs, operating costs, royalties and
environmental and abandonment liabilities

Viper owns mineral interests underlying 23,990 net royalty acres and ~73% of assets are perpetual
(1)
(2)

Includes impact of Drop Down, the pending Santa Elena acquisition, and all other acquisitions closed during Q3 2019.
Includes non-participating royalty interests.
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How Viper Defines a True “Net Royalty Acre”
 Methodology for deriving “Net Royalty

Viper’s Formula for Net Royalty Acreage

Acreage” differs widely across the industry
 Many companies calculate assuming there

are eight royalty acres for every one net
mineral acre (NMA)

Net
Mineral
Acres

 Viper derives its total net royalty acreage

from net mineral ownership taking into
consideration the royalty interest AND all
other burdens
Acreage Definition Comparison(1)

Viper Net Royalty Acres



Net
Royalty
Acres

and other
burdens

Viper believes its methodology more accurately defines its
acreage for which it will receive revenue

NRA Example Assuming Standard ¼ Royalty
640
NMA

160 NRA

Mineral
Acres

Royalty
Acres

640
NMA

1,280
NRA

Mineral
Acres

Royalty
Acres

23,990
640-acre
section

Viper Net Royalty Acres
(Normalized to 1/8)

Lease
Royalty

191,920

100%
Mineral
Interest

Source: Partnership data and filings. Data as of 12/31/2018.
(1) Includes impact of Drop Down, the pending acquisition from Santa Elena Minerals and other acquisitions closed in 3Q 2019.
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Framework of a Premier Minerals Business

Cash Flow Visibility, Growth and Resilience With Exposure to Commodity Price Upside
I

High Quality Acreage Footprint


Minerals positions with concentrated exposure to the most
economic basins provide the best margins, in addition to
development visibility and durability through cycle



High royalty interest in core acreage positions is key; the higher the
royalty interest, the bigger the revenue cut



Undeveloped locations create future development running room

III

Demonstrated Ability to Source Accretive Acquisitions


Management teams with demonstrated ability in M&A execution



Ability to execute accretive acquisitions without over-burdening
the balance sheet / with access to equity capital markets





II

Operator Quality / Balance Sheet Capacity


Concentrated exposure to high-quality operators with strong
execution track records and credit quality



Exposure to assets viewed as core to their E&P operators will
increase visibility to development



E&P sponsor ability to direct development capital to specific assets
with unique economic advantages (unique to VNOM)

IV


Commodity price exposure to the upside as margin accrues to
bottom line; resilience in a downturn given lack of baseline capex
requirement to generate cash flow



Basin and wellhead level infrastructure are important, given impact
on differentials and realizations



Attractiveness vs. other yield vehicles is enhanced by lack of up
front capital cost and direct operating cost

Balanced approach to NAV and yield accretion (ie balance
between acquiring producing leasehold and ahead of the drillbit)

E&P sponsor alignment provides low-risk dropdown potential (eg
historical dropdowns from FANG to VNOM)

Commodity Price / Macro
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Viper is Uniquely Positioned in an Attractive Asset Class
Minerals ownership offers organic growth without capital costs or
operating expenses

Minerals offer free cash flow, regardless of commodity price

Minerals generate cash margins in excess of any other yield-oriented
investment vehicle
Viper’s portfolio is levered to top-tier operators and its unique alignment
with Diamondback significantly increases visibility to development
Viper offers yield, significant growth visibility and a demonstrated track
record of executing highly accretive acquisitions, large and small

Viper offers unmatched size and scale, in addition to
a strong and relatively liquid currency
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Viper Energy Partners LP
500 West Texas Ave., Suite 1200
Midland, TX 79701
www.viperenergy.com

Kaes Van’t Hof, President
(432) 221-7430
minerals@viperenergy.com
Adam Lawlis, Director, Investor Relations
(432) 221-7430
ir@viperenergy.com
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